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'Misterrude', one of Hollywood's top draws of the 90's in the radio circuit is now available here. His

material is HILARIOUS.! It is made up right there on the spot. Impromptu. With his 'opponent' on the other

line. A Shakespearean and Commedia D'el Arte' trained actor, The Rude, hails from Canada, where he

acted and played his stand-up comedy routines in the theatres, colleges, and clubs before moving to Los

Angeles and becoming lost in obscurity. But The Rude quickly rose out of the depths of the wasteland as

he performed his quick witted routines on telephones in offices that he worked, to an audience one on

one. (yes, he had a day job in sales) But it caught on with everyone who was lucky enough to be in

earshot. Soon, people were coming to the offices where he worked just to sit and listen to The Rude in

action. An almost unheard of 'art', 'Telephone Comedy' came into vogue in the early nineties when The

Jerky Boys hit the charts with their first album thanks to the help of Select Records in New York. Though

this undergroud avantgarde 'Art', has been smoldering for years in basements all over the world,

Misterrude has been thrilling fans for years. Misterrude has aired on some 700+ radio stations all across

the U.S., Canada, and England. He did daily shows LIVE on KMEL Power106 in San Fran in 1997 before

retreating back to L.A. to continue performing his stand-up routines on stage. The Rude's first CD "It's For

You" is available thru different record outlets, and of course thru the record label 'Prison Records' and in

select Tower Records. You should be 18 to buy the CD because of the explicit and graphic language, aka

ABSURD SHOCKING THINGS SAID TO REGULAR HUMAN BEINGS. So write to The Rude in care of

us, and he'll get you one of his overtly covert CD's. And you'll agree with MISTERRUDE that people are

very very strange. Isn't it nice we can make fun of their own stupidity right before their very own eyes, and
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have them agree with it? I love America.......Peace Out
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